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Lonz sparks readers’ imagination and
captures their attention for a cover to 
cover read. His writing is a true art, where 
words influence readers to
either believe or dream.

Each of his books bring characters to
life; driving readers to take a stance on 
character actions and scenes of the story. 
You either agree or challenge presented 
behaviors.

Lonz is a retired Marine - a combat
veteran, a former adjunct professor, and a 
technology specialist.  He authored numer-
ous contemporary romance,
drama, fiction novels, and screenplays.  

Lonz lives in the southeastern United States.
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Excerpt from When Love Evolves

  “Embezzlement, laundering! I can’t believe Stefan would do such a thing,” Simone said to Sabrina 
while driving from the lawyer’s office downtown. Frowning with intensity, Simone pondered how things 
went wrong over the years. She’d married her ideal man. Stefan turned out to be just that: an idea. He’d 
maneuvered his way beyond Simone’s love and into her finances. It was over a year before Simone opened 
her life to him the way Rodney, a failed flame, had done for her. She had allowed Stefan access to her 
accounts out of love. Her eyes were blinded by her affection for a player, a man of little moral value and 
without belief in true love. Stefan had seen a path to riches, and it was the path he’d proudly traveled. 

  Stefan belonged to a group of people who played their luck on quick riches. He observed many 
lives, comparing those who played the game of life fairly to those who cheated. It donned on him repeat-
edly that good guys finish last, and the path to immediate riches and wealth came to those who schemed 
their way to success. 

  It was like heaven when Simone crossed his path, flashing her wealth at the annual city fundraiser. 
She wore a beautifully styled designer ball gown, accented with diamond bracelets, and sported a five 
carat necklace worth its weight in gold. He made his way to her and pursued the challenge. Realizing her 
huntress personality, Stefan created a night of intrigue, masking himself with a cloud of mystery; he led 
Simone with a blindfold of seduction. He intrigued her in a way she’d never experienced. Stefan began to 
flirt with other women in front of Simone, leading her into a rage of desire, compelling her competitive 
nature to win him over. She fought hard to get his attention the entire night, to divert him away from the 
gorgeous women. Stefan played her like a man fingering the fiddle. His goal was entrapment, but Simone 
didn’t see it. 

12.95

A novel of love, choice, and intrigue
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When Love Evolves 

Author:   Lonz Cook 

Format:  5x8 Paperback 
Pages:   430 
Price:     $12.95 
ISBN: 978-1-943904-01-3 

Contact:  orders@elevationbookpubshing.com 

When Simone’s conniving husband Stef-
an is caught dealing with the Mafia, the 
world she knows is changed. She is left 
facing an investigation, murder, and re-
venge while striving to save a company 
she loved––a company she inherited 
from her late Aunt Marge. With the help 
of her sister Sabrina, they devise a plan 
to survive the turmoil, but not without re-
cruiting Rodney, Simone's old flame, 
who was bouncing back from heartache. 
Rodney devises a dynamic plan to assist 
Simone and Sabrina while marketing a 
production campaign. Gail, a marketing 
associate who crosses paths with Rod-
ney, joins his firm and they begin a rela-
tionship. When Simone's company’s 
trouble subsides, she sets out on the 
prowl for Rodney. She is desperate for 
the chance to rekindle their love. When 
Gail discovers Simone’s intentions, she 
battles for a man whom she aspires to 
marry. But who will win Rodney’s heart?  

About Author: 
Lonz Cook is a Marine Corps veteran 
and a graduate of Central Michigan.  
He authored a romance series, exec-
utively produced film, and have writ-
ten numerous fiction/drama titles. 
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Excerpt from A Choice to Yield

  Mark and Angela flew on the return flight to Atlanta in seats 23A & 23B. It marked the end of an 
amazing weekend. Memorable events flashed through their minds, bringing goodness to their hearts from 
sharing quality time. It was her first trip with a man, a man she truly enjoyed, felt love from, and adored. 
It was Mark being the perfect gentleman, making the experience a standard, showing her what a woman 
should know. 

  It started at the airport in South Florida. Mark had things coordinated as the experienced traveler. 
They caught the shuttle to a rental car company, took off in a convertible, and drove to a lovely bed and 
breakfast. On the way, Angela noticed how buildings were different in comparison to those in Atlanta. 
The clay shingled roof structures were noticeably bold with bright colors, and building windows were 
mirrors from the dark tint reflecting the sun. Both the natural and manicured landscapes were great with 
strong colored vegetation, bold flowers, and green grass.  The palm trees were tripled in comparison to 
the number of Georgia pines, and they were large enough to give shade along the byways.  Within two 
hours, they arrived at the wonderful bed and breakfast, standing as a castle in the midst of giant hotels. A 
building with character, reminiscent of the 19th century which held its own in class and style. 

  Friday night began with a walk along the beach which gave view to the moonlit ocean, sparking 
the imagination of a path to forever. Mark did everything imaginable to touch her soul. He whispered 
sweet nothings, sweetly sang a love ballad with the rhythm of the approaching waves, and held her as a 
man on a mission. She never knew a man’s skin could glisten, reflecting the soft moonlight. Mark was
truly amazing. The night filled with dinner, wine, and dancing, setting the stage for a solemn calm, a 
cuddled slumber.

  Saturday morning launched with breakfast on the balcony viewing the ocean. It was the taste of 
good coffee, a mixed bowl of tropical fruits, and the smell of fresh sea air giving her the spark of joyous 
intent.  Mark lavished her with passion before leaving the hotel. He made love to her, taking her to heights 
of pleasure, repeatedly, until she broke tears. Angela never cried from a man’s touch, experienced such 
passion, or lived through the extensive focus, and all from gentle hands. She cried before leaving the room 
that morning, and was thankful for each tear.

  It was lovely jazz music from 10 am until 9 pm on Saturday. Sitting in the park at the jazz festival, 
enjoying the music, he made sure she had everything of comfort. When the music played, they danced to 
whatever moved them. Like any good people they mingled, shared in singing with the crowd, and laughed 
at themselves while searching for shade; dodging the bright sun. Though it was their first festival, they 
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behaved with total comfort, seeking a closer connection.  And like all other festival goers, they grooved 
with each act.  

  Saturday night ended with another love making session. Angela fell along the bed grasping for 
air, after Mark stopped moving with the sound of crashing waves, and finally released her from his tight 
embrace. They laid in silence and felt the cool ocean breeze. The French doors to the balcony were opened 
during the night so the air touched them before and after the heat of passion. Making love repeated in 
sessions until early morning hours. 
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Author:  Lonz Cook 
Format: 5.5x8 Paperback 
Pages:  354 
Price:    $12.95 
ISBN:   978-1-943904-00-6 

Contact:  orders@elevationbookpubshing.com 

A woman transitions to follow 
her heart in spite of her best 
friend’s advice, “...Stay with 
men who resemble your father.”   
When Angela meets Mark at a 
local bookstore, he strikes her 
interest with his mysterious de-
meanor and motivates her to 
explore dating outside of her 
comfort zone.   
What Angela knows about men 
of color is a warning sign, but 
meeting Mark changes things. 

About Author: 
Lonz Cook is a Marine Corps 
veteran and a graduate of Cen-
tral Michigan.  He authored a ro-
mance series, executively pro-
duced film, and have written nu-
merous fiction/drama titles. 
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Excerpt from Good Guys Finish Last

  Rodney saw her enter the art gallery. His glimpse sparked an immediate “oh my” expression. He 

stood across the store and observed every move of the lovely woman. Simone was casually dressed for 

the office; her taste was exquisite. She wore an outfit with key designers bearing the name Ann Taylor and 

Donna Karen, with a touch of her own touch of magic, a scarf she loved. Her black pants loosely fit her 

body, hiding her true curves. Her top was silk which her jacket displayed just enough to enhance her color 

coordination.   She wore her “lucky” perfume, which was sprayed just enough to give a refreshing odor to 

a passerby. Rodney felt pleased in her presence, grateful for breaking his normal routine by visiting the art 

gallery. Instead he would have gone to the gym during rush hour in Richmond. He thought working out 

was a better use of time than fighting downtown traffic. This day, he felt an urge to enjoy the evening, and 

indulge his interest in art. 

  The gallery was in an old brownstone warehouse building used as merchant store front when side 

stores were front entry way to shipping warehouses during an earlier century and located in Shockoe 

Bottom, the center of the town’s revitalization. Since it was on the first block of regeneration, because of 

construction, there wasn’t much sidewalk for pedestrians, limited parking, or open lanes for traffic, but 

the location was great for Rodney; it was walking distance from his office. Once entering the gallery, one 

could see that paintings flowed gradually from eye level to the open ceiling, where large scale pictures of 

were showcased. The gallery staff was exceptionally supportive and responsive to any customer inquiry, 

which created a positive and enjoyable environment. Their southern charm and professionalism was a true 

reflection of the owner, who was a friend of Rodney. 

  Rodney was dressed in his casual business attire. He wore a shirt jacket, a nylon/silk blend shirt, 

and pleated slacks. His shoes were immaculate, stylish, and clean, but not extremely expensive. Rodney 

was a classy guy and he took care in his appearance to project that image. Rodney stepped lightly through-

out the gallery, periodically glancing to see if this mystery woman moved in his direction. Simone seemed 
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also to slowly gravitate towards his direction. Finally, while observing a particular painting, Simone stood 

next to Rodney. “This painting is so colorful and full of life. It’s as if the artist wanted us to change our 

moods from dreary to excitement,” Simone mused in a soft but audible tone. 

9040207819439
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good 
guys 

finish 
last

a novel

good guys finish last

$14.95

Simone and Sabrina, sisters with intelligible differences 
venture into the world of romance. Each finds them-

selves intertwined in capturing the heart and mind of the 
“Good Guy” without effort.

Simone, bouncing back from heartache, seems excited to 
swim in the river of Rodney’s romance. Sabrina is having 
fun without fear of emotions; unduly while Lorenz interns 
to become a doctor.

Romance with the thrill of every day encounters give good 
guys an enigmatic run for love.

From warrior to romance. LONZ COOK is a Marine Corps 
veteran of 20 years and the author of numerous romance 
novels.  He’s a screen writer, an Adjunct Professor of Man-
agement, and a technology specialist.

ATLANTA
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Format:  5x8 Paperback 
Pages:   277 
Price:     $14.95 
ISBN:   978-1-943904-02-0 

Contact:  orders@elevationbookpubshing.com 

Simone and Sabrina, sisters with 
intelligible differences venture into 
the world of romance. Each finds 
themselves intertwined in capturing 
the heart and mind of the “Good 
Guy” without effort. 
 
Simone, bouncing back from heart-
ache, seems excited to swim in the 
river of Rodney’s romance. Sabrina 
is having fun without fear of emo-
tions; unduly while Lorenz interns to 
become a doctor. 
 
Romance with the thrill of every day 
encounters give good guys an enig-
matic run for love. 

About Author: 
Lonz Cook is a Marine Corps veteran 
and a graduate of Central Michigan.  
He authored a romance series, exec-
utively produced film, and have writ-
ten numerous fiction/drama titles. 
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Excerpt from A Cyber Affair

Chapter 1

 OMG! What the hell am I doing? Tiffany frowned as she sat amongst the passengers waiting for 

her flight to Las Vegas. She glanced around the terminal, hopeful that someone would read her mind and 

give her some direction. The gate attendant announced her boarding section. Tiffany rose from her seat, 

edged through the crowd with her laptop backpack, pulling her carry-on, and got in line. She held her 

ticket while she moved closer to the gate agent.  Why am I doing this? she thought while watching eager 

passengers in front of her hand over their tickets and walk through the door. She stepped to the gate, ticket 

in hand, and stared. The agent reached for the boarding pass, slid it from her fingers, and scanned it on his 

machine. “Is this your first flight?” asked the agent.   

 “No, it isn’t. I’m a little nervous about this trip.”   

 “Don’t worry; no one cares what you do in Vegas.” He smiled and returned her ticket. 

 “I hope he cares,” Tiffany mumbled as she walked through the door. Suddenly the gangway

darkened, black as a moonless night. Her hand became moist. The carry-on didn’t seem to cooperate. It 

was as if something was trying to deter her from boarding the flight. Tiffany yanked her carry-on, finally 

won its cooperation, and walked down the center of the tunnel. The passenger in front of her disappeared 

into its darkness and conversations behind her went silent. She saw a dim light appear as though the gang-
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way had become a path of torture. Suddenly a bright light near the cabin door led her, as if directing her 

feet one after the other, deeper into the passageway. She pulled the carry-on and took each step carefully. 

Her heart pumped like a car engine on a race track. Tiffany walked slower, as if her hesitation could delay 

the plane’s take off. With each step, she heard warning bells.

 “Miss, are you okay?” A fellow passenger’s voice broke her trance. 

 “Ah, I think so,” Tiffany kept her eyes forward. She saw the fully lit tunnel for the first time, the

             door to the airplane now directly in front of her. She entered the aircraft with her carry-on in tow. 

 “Hi, welcome aboard,” the flight attendant greeted her. 

 “Hi.” Tiffany smiled and turned right to walk through the economy class section. She looked at 

the seating chart and glanced at her ticket. “Seat 21C,” she read, and walked towards the rear of the plane. 

Tiffany glanced at the row numbers - 8…9…10… moving further back 19…20… “Excuse me,” she said 

to her seating companion. 

 “Sure, no problem,” He rose from the seat and moved aside. Tiffany lifted her carry-on, grabbed 

her backpack, and slid through the tight aisle. As soon as she cleared the first seat, the guy moved right in 

behind her. “I’m sorry.” Tiffany looked behind her while dropping her backpack on the floor. 

 “No problem. I was expecting you,” he smiled. 

 Tiffany pushed her backpack under the seat in front of her, grabbed her seatbelt, and buckled up 

for  the  flight.  She  watched  passengers  boarding  and  averted  her  gaze  to  look  out  of  the  window.
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Anxiously, she glanced at her watch while butterflies fluttered through her stomach. The idea of having 

a last chance to escape the unknown tampered with her mind. She watched other passengers board and 

thought I can get off the plane right after that guy sits down. The gentleman sat, but before she could 

move, the flight’s lead attendant announced, “Prepare the cabin for takeoff, cross check and all call.” 

Passengers were instructed to secure electronics and buckle down for the flight. When the cabin door 

slammed shut, Tiffany realized that it was too late to run.  

 Tiffany Miles was the only child of strict parents. She wasn’t part of a popular crowd in high 

school, but she loved her circle of friends. Tiffany was average in size and cute, with unique features: curly 

black hair, a straight nose, and oval brown eyes. She hadn’t received much male attention in high school, 

but when she did date, her parents selected young men from among their church friends. She rarely dis-

agreed with the guys her mom and dad selected for her. The few times she went against their guidance, all 

hell broke loose and her parents would tighten their control. 

 Tiffany tried her hand at dating in college. She moved into the campus dorm and there found new 

freedom to date and explore as she pleased. What she didn’t know about dating men became a substantial 

lesson in reality during that first semester. Some men take advantage of naive girls. She accepted every 

offer to go on a date from any man who asked. Tiffany was sensual with some and enjoyed the physical 

desires of others. She didn’t know what not to do. Her roommate took notice and reeled her in, explaining 

the  differences  between  dating  and  being  used. Her  roommate  also  started  checking  out  her dates,

showing up on occasion to see if Tiffany was following her advice.
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A Cyber Affair 

Contact:  orders@elevationbookpubshing.com 

You can't imagine the way she 
moved, slight with the hand, 
with the feverish finger on the 
mouse. Her tapping makes pro-
file pictures flash across the 
screen. It's how the search for 
Mr. Right, their promise of to-
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Tell us about your most recent work?    Is this book available on Nook and
Kindle?

 Online dating is how a large number of people, find mates these days. It’s a phenome-
non on how different things happen on a social basis. Rarely are people introduced in person 
or found by attending a club or function as the major means of meeting. 

A Cyber Affair is a story of two people, who find each other online, and begin the process of 
dating. The story is how they share their journey.

 
Give us some insight into your main characters or speakers. What makes each 
one so special? 

 One thing I love about Tiffany and Manny is they are real people. You know, your 
neighbor, a friend of a friend, or simply a person you work with. Tiffany isn’t a beauty queen 
though she is attractive and Manny isn’t the typical obnoxious millionaire with a garage of 
boy toys to impress. These are common day to day middle-class people. 
 
 These characters have normal problems like dealing with divorce or working to
recreate family connections. Tiffany is divorced and strict about her dating selection,
working a real 9-5 and minding her business at exploring dating websites with a purpose. 

 Manny is a retired Navy Chief Petty Officer, rebuilding a relationship with his daugh-
ter and going through career withdrawals while defining his future. He’s the reflection of a 
high intense career to the mundane factory day to day job. 

Take Six interview with Lonz Cook
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What inspired you to sit down and actually start writing this book? Why now?

 Online dating is a real situation where people are taking a chance with cyber space 
reality. I spoke to a number of people who experienced the good, bad, and ugly with online 
dating. The inspiration came as I heard stories of success and wondered how they arrived to 
make all the decisions to become united with a new mate.  

 When I explored online dating, words simply jumped onto the page and before long 
there was a story worth telling. 

 Online dating is relevant more so than attending a jazz festival in Spring. It’s the way 
of change and since so many are personally involved, it captures a part of our social behavior. 

What did you enjoy most about writing this book?

 Showing the relevance of online interactions was one of the most enjoyable things 
I created with this book. Social media is our major means of maintaining relationships or
creating friendships and opportunities for love. In the process of staying connected, I too 
ventured with curiosity onto dating sites, simply to answer a lot of questions with my friends 
and provide accuracy in writing this novel. What I have learned online is amazing and
having experienced the multitude of behaviors ranging from abnormal to shocking was eye 
opening. And I mean shocking!!! I had to share the extremes.

Where do your book ideas come from? Are your books plot-driven or
character-driven?  Why?

 I get ideas from observing people and their behavior. Or I get ideas from a conversa-
tion where a situation portrays the best scenario for a good realistic story.  You know, like 
mother-daughter relationships where there is a hate-love vibe between them. Or how love 
prevails after years of separation because of distance or illness. Or how a married couple 
rarely converses at dinner in a restaurant and have levels of contentment ooze through their 
body language.  These concepts are character driven because there’s a lot of stories based on 
behaviors and my mind to create unique situations.  What if scenarios that seem like reality. 

 There are times I create a plot simply to make the characters come alive. I do this be-
cause it’s about behavior in situations. I love to write common behavior where they address 
issues based on reality, especially where the heart is concerned. 
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Are there under-represented groups or ideas featured in your book? 
If so, discuss them.

 In this particular novel, A Cyber Affair, I’d say yes to under-represented groups. We, 
as a people, aren’t aware of the hardships a military person endures with family. The service-
men and women often fail at marriage and parenting because of deployments or operational 
commitments. These conversations aren’t common to the general public. What most see on 
the surface is the tip of the iceberg when it comes to the challenges servicemen face between 
career and family.  

 Second I’d say under-represented are the military kids who deal with battling parents. 
Or should I say the child who loves both parents but caught in the middle? In this novel, 
you’ll find Suzie, Manny’s daughter doing her best to support her father and enjoy their re-
lationship, in spite of mom. 

Contact Information:
 Find me at www.LonzCook.net, WarriortoRomance on Facebook, Lonzcook on 
Twitter, Lonzcook on Wordpress, Lonzcook on Periscope and Lonzcook on Pinterest and 
Instagram.
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Thank you Jacksonville, NC for your support.  

“Lonz Cook, USMC Retiree returned to Jacksonville, NC for a successful book signing.” 

Atlanta, GA (September 23, 2016) – Barnes and Noble Booksellers Jacksonville Mall was the first               

stop for A Cyber Affair National book tour. Lonz Cook wanted to return to where he was once a                   

resident and served three tours at Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base.  

Elevation Book Publishing wants to thank the citizens of Jacksonville, NC for attending, A Cyber               

Affair book signing. Mr. Cook’s earlier novels were also available for purchase. “It was wonder               

to meet so many new readers. Seeing some of my old Devil Dogs was priceless!” says Lonz                 

Cook  

A Cyber Affair was released late June 2016. The next stop the tour: Barnes and Noble                

Booksellers in Chattanooga, TN October 22 nd  and Gulfport, MS December 3 rd .  

About Lonz Cook: 
Lonz Cook is known for his Contemporary Romance Series Good Guys Finish Last, When Love               

Evolves and releasing early 2017, Against Conventional Expectations . His novel A Choice to             

Yield  has become a Motion Picture.  

About Elevation Book Publishing: 
Elevation Book Publishing, dedicated partners who agreed to create a unique relationship with             

writers to elevate their creation to best seller levels. Elevation Book Publishing is open for               

submissions. Genres: Fiction – Drama, Contemporary Romance and Self-Help. Visit          

www.elevationbookpublishing.com  for more information.  
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Barnes and Noble Booksellers
   • Several stores Nationwide

National Book Club Conference –
   • Speaker

WCLK 91.9 The Jazz of The City –
   • Interview

WUMR 92 FM University of Memphis 
Jazz Radio-
   • Interview

Book Clubs –
   • New Orleans
   • Seattle
   • Atlanta
   • Chicago

Blog Radio Interviews


